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luminar has developed a low-cost long-range lidar sensor, and now, through the new agreement, this technology will be integrated into daimler trucks autonomous trucking vehicle systems. this enables automakers to operate their automated trucking vehicles in close collaboration with truck drivers. in addition, the new partnership enables the vision of a future where automated
trucks operate on highways with a high degree of autonomy. this is a key step towards making automated trucks the norm on highways and safer and more efficient than traditional trucks. daimler trucks will continue to use its in-house lidar sensor technology for driving on highways and in city streets. the new agreement between daimler trucks and luminar covers the use of the
new long-range lidar technology and is the first step towards the full integration of the luminar long-range lidar solution. daimler trucks will also continue to use its own long-range lidar technology for the new generation of its level 3 – 6 autonomous vehicle systems. the level 6 vehicles will be equipped with additional technologies to support the automatic driving and operating of
the vehicles. daimler trucks is not the only automotive company that will benefit from the new agreement. other automotive companies will also be able to use the combination of the new long-range lidar sensor and the efficient lidar sensor from luminar to enable safe, reliable, and cost-effective automated trucking on highways. the new agreement also extends the collaboration

between the partners beyond the use of long-range lidar sensing to include the development of sensor and software solutions for autonomous vehicle level 3 – 5 automated trucks. this new partnership brings together an experienced team of experts that have achieved a high degree of autonomy on highways. the partnership will combine the expertise of torc robotics with the
luminar technology, which will help to accelerate the development of highly automated trucks.
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the first driverless truck is already on the road today and so are dozens of other examples including self-driving taxis, public transit, delivery trucks and freight. there will be many more coming, and daimler trucks is at the forefront of this. we are not far from a future where trucks and delivery vans will do their own driving, reducing congestion on roads, saving time,
and offering a comfortable ride for everyone. today, we are taking the first steps towards this future, and partners like luminar help us to make it a reality. luminar was the first company to deploy automotive-grade, long-range lidar, and we are at the forefront of this technology. our partnership with daimler trucks is about taking our automotive-grade lidar

technology, the most important and powerful technology in our industry, and applying it to our trucks. we believe that our automated truck technology will be the standard for the future of commercial vehicles. this partnership is about us working together to bring the world a safer, more efficient and more comfortable ride. the luminar 2018 1.3.2 (5560) [url= full
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company intends to use the capital to continue to advance its technology for autonomous vehicles, sensor systems and algorithms for perception, planning, navigation, mapping, and controls. in addition, the capital will allow luminar to scale, launch production of its next generation of sensors and continue to strengthen its software for autonomous vehicles.
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